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About This Game

An American geological expedition, under a UN mandate, assesses the natural resources in a distant part of Siberia, deep in the
trackless steppes of Eastern Russia. But instead of oil, they discover a deposit of a hitherto unknown mineral.

American scientists working for Department of Defense find out that this mineral is in fact identical to the substance used to
power an extraterrestrial artifact in their possession. This object is called the EON (Extraterrestrial Object Nexus).

It was found in 1919 by Colonel Emerson near the site of the Tunguska explosion. Emerson was the commander of a US
military unit in charge of transporting US war supplies from the city of Vladivostok to the Eastern front during World War I.

DoD Experiments have shown that items placed in the capsule are transported hundreds of thousands of years back in time. The
American scientists were not able to understand its construction, nor could they manage to synthesize its fuel. Eventually, the

machine - classified Top Secret - was stored, pending further advances in human science.
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OS: Windows XP/7/8/10
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I'm not sure why its so highly reviewed other than rose-colored glasses perhaps. its just bad in about every way

the UI, the controls, the overall logic of the game mechanics just bad... bad bad bad BAD....

for something made 2 years after Tiberian Sun you would think they would have taken inspiration from that to improve things
but nope, complete utter garbage.. This is the game I return to once in a while to complete singleplayer campaigns - again.

I play it from almost day one - I have original 2 CD version which I borrowed and subsequently bought from my friend. I have
stumbled upon Steam version by chance and it was for 0.89\u20ac sale at the time too, so there was no time required to think it
through - instantly bought.

Original war is... well, original. This is realtime strategy where you have to search for resources all the time, where you have to
keep an eye on your people because once they die, you will never get them back, where you value experienced people because
they really help you out.

Every person has his\/her own levels as soldiers, workers, mechanics and scientists. Everyone can do everything but really excel
in one or two of them. You have to select people for your mission and you do that with thought on how the mission will go.

Missions are very variable from save everone on map through pillaging enemy base, defending strategic point to just mere
taming of apes. If you happen to play through American campaign (which is fun - remember the name Frank Forsyth when you
play) there is Russian one which is considerably more demanding with missions just as variable.

This game is well worth even the full price of 4.5\u20ac. I think it could be sold for even 10\u20ac or as much as 20\u20ac even
today. It is still updated by Steam user called House (I believe) and it has working multiplayer (not dead servers like many of old
games; although I haven't played it personally).

It runs in Linux using Proton without problems (set to OpenGL).
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